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Policy regarding counter-nominations
After interviews with applicants to the different committee positions the Nomination
Committee announces its suggestion of candidates. If a student for any reason doesn’t agree
with their decision the student has the right to submit a personal counter-nomination. The
counter-nomination shall be submitted to the board of the student body latest two (2) school
days before the general assembly takes place.
All counter-nominations submitted in this way will then be posted on the notice board of the
student body with names of the counter-nominees and the positions for which they have
counter-nominated themselves. At the general assembly both the suggested candidates of the
Nomination Committee as well as the counter-nominees will be allowed to make a short
presentation of themselves.
It shall also be possible to counter-nominate oneself during the general assembly. This will be
conducted as follows:
The nominees and counter-nominees leave the room and the Nomination Committee starts by
presenting its choice/choices for the position/positions. After this each individual is allowed to
enter the room and present him- or herself as well as motivating why he/she should be elected
to the position at hand. Suitable time for this presentation is three (3) minutes. After each
individuals’ presentation the general assembly can ask any questions it might have. When all
nominees have presented their case they shall wait outside while the word is free in the
general assembly. The general assembly can now freely discuss the election, with one
exception: only positive attributes of the nominees may be presented.
The actual election process is conducted by each participant of the general assembly writing
their choice/choices on a note and handing it in to the vote counter. There cannot be more
names on any note than the amount of positions concerned by the election at hand.
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